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SCIAA's Underwater Archaeology Division Completes
First Phase of the Port Royal Sound Survey
By James D. Spirek and Christopher F. Ame-,
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cal features or ship "traps," i.e.
sandbars and shoals. Using hmds

sites bearing historical or archaeologi
cal significance to the maritime history

appropriated through the South
Carolina General Assembly 1997
legislative session, the division has
purchased an integrated marine data

of South Carolina. The Port Ro yal
Sound Surv ey will initiate a program
of long-term and comprehensive
regional surveys throughout South
Carolina under the direction of the
Underwater Archaeology Division of

gathering system. The ensemble,
which is being custom designed by
Sandia Research, Inc. in New Mexico,
will consist of a cesium magnetometer,
a side scan sonar, a DGPS unit, and a
digital fathometer. Incoming elec
tronic data obtained during the survey
will be processed by an on-board
computer system using proprietary
software from Sandia.
Following the electronic survey, we
will process the magnetic, acoustic,
bathymetric data and devise GIS
overlays in order to analyze and
prioritize anomalies for visual inspec
tion. Equipped underwater archaeolo

the SCIAA with the support of local
organizations and volunteers.
One of the more interesting sites
near Beaufort is a barrel well associ
ated with Fort Frederick. The wooden
barrels, of which only the top of the
uppermost barrel is exposed, were
placed one atop the other down to the
level of fresh water to line the well and
prevent it from collapsin g. The close
fitting barrel staves would also deter
salt water from contaminating the well

water. Because the barrel is exposed to
the effects of current and boat wake,
the crew stabilized the site against
further erosion. A second site, located
downstream, revealed the bottom
planking and frames o f an early 20th
century boat, possibly used in the
oyster industry.
SCIAA wishes to thank those
vohmteers who flew the aerial
reconnaissance with us, and who
battled rain, deep pluff mud, and
razor-sharp oyster shells, for helping
make this first phase of the survey a
success. If anyone has any informa tion
pertinent to this survey, please contact
James Spirek or Christopher Amer at
SCIAA (803) 777-8170 or
spirekj@garnet.cla.sc.edu or
amerc@garnet.cla.sc.edu.

gists and volunteers will ground-truth
targets to identify and record those
anomalies that are archaeologically
significant.
By these means, the division will
begin to construct a comprehensive
inventory of inter-tidal and underwa
ter archaeological sites in the sound
that include shipwrecks or abandoned
water craft, landing and wharf
remnants, prehistoric sites, and other
materials on state-owned bottom
lands. The division will use the
gathered informa tion to develop
guidelines for the preservation of these
cultural resources; for example,
addressing issues concerning access
and suitability of a site's recreational,
educational, or scientific benefit to the
citizens and tourists of South Carolina.
Other management issues of concern
include possible, or on-going, impacts
to th ese resources due to development,
erosion, and artifact collecting.
Eligibility for nomination to the
National Register of Historic Places or
Areas will be determined for those
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Hull fragments of a 20th century wreck on Cane Island on the Beaufort River. (Photo
Amer)

by Christopher F.
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